Scholarly Articles
Motivations for Friendship: Russia, Croatia and United States
   Deborrah Uecker, Jacqueline Schmidt, Aimee Lau
Moving the Stage
   William Schlichter
Great Grandma’s Favorite! “The Peerless Fearless Girl” from Missouri: The Perils of the Silent Movie Serial Queen Pearl White
   Randy K. Dillon
Ibsen and Brecht and the Disgracing of Our Literary Heroes through Social Media Justice
   John Wilson

States Advisory Showcase
Selling What Should Sell Itself: Rhetorical and Program Management Strategies for Acclaiming and Shaping Forensic Programs
   Scott Jensen

Teaching Resources
Off the Canvas: Activating Physical Expression Through Visual Art
   Laurie Melnik
The Career Assignment: Helping Students Find Their Way
   Tony Docan-Morgan